Several drawings during the European Physical Society Conference on High Energy Physics (22-29 July 2015) activity are performed and presented here together with the drawings from Vienna city made in last few years. Also the Higgs boson, seen by the eye of the artist, is presented here by the sculpture from glass and metals. The autor will illustrate the connection of the science and arts. Both "drink the water from the see of phantasy, which helps them to come to finest ideas." One helps to other and together bring better understanding in human society.
Introduction
The czech physicist Jan Hladky from the Institute of Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague is also artist, member of the Syndicate of Czechoslovak Fine Artists, section glass. He made a lot of drawings, paintings and sculptures [1] connected often with the macro and microcosmos also for various conference proceedings and scientific publications, books, lectures for university students and his talks for the popularisation of scientific physical knowledge of the microcosmos in the past fifty years. He had also his exhibitions in many institutions and countries abroad (e.g. in CERN, DESY, JINR, Europe, Japan, USA and USSR). 
